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Let X1, ... ,Xn be C vector fields near a point o of a

manifold M and assume that the commutators have maximal rank at that

point. In their paper J2 Rothschild and Stein have shown how such systems

of vector fields can be made free by the introduction of auxiliary

variables (the "lifting theorem"). They also examined to what extent

free systems of vector fields could be approximated by corresponding
free systems of left invariant vector fields on appropriate nilpotent Lie

groups (the "approximation theorem"). I shall here present a joint work

with L. Hbrmander in which an elementary proof of these two theorems

are given ilj . At the end of the talk I shall recall briefly how the

approximation theorem may be used.

Let us use the following notations : If I = ( i1, ... , ik) is

a sequence with k = (if I integers between 1 and n we put

we can define in a similar way and it follows then from Jacobi’s

identity that (ad X)[,- = adX[Il . . It is clear that there are constants

I 
Definition 1 : We say that the system [X1,...,Xn} is free of order

~s at o if

Proposition 2 : is free of order s at o if and only if

for arbitrary Cil III I  s , one can find u E C such that

Proof : We shall show that (2) is always solvable if the system is

free to order s. (The other direction is trivial). If u is a solution

of (2) then by (1) we see that
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We shall make induction over those integers j for which there

is a u satisfying (3) when v _ j. When j = s we then get a solution

of (2) and when j = 1 we have just to show that there exists a linear

form du(o) on the tangent space at o which sends EA iiciwheni I - 
IJ J

This is however clear from Definition 1 since

implies that E al AIJCJ - 0.

In the following we may assume that (3) holds when v  j for

some function u0 " Then the same equations are satisfied by u = u0+ v

if v vanishes to order j at o and the condition for (3) to hold when

v = j then takes the form

Here p = v " (o) may be any symmetric j-linear form. Note that the right
hand side of (4) is symmetric in the indices 11,...,1. for a commutator
of X and X is a sum of commutators of ’I’ I + tl"t.

Using the fact that the system is free to order s we see that

a relation among the Xj Iij (o) in the left hand side of (4) gives rises to

the same kind of relation in the right hand side. The same argument applies
to the other variables and this shows that one can find p so that (4) is

satisfied.
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THE LIFTING THEOREM

Assume that [X1,...,Xn} is free of order s-1 but not of order s

for some s. This means that we can find aI such that

Set Xk = t E R , x E M. If we write K = (K’ ,K") with

}K"( = 1 then we find that

This shows that

Since the coefficient may be any number CLwe see that the
1-i ,

number of linearly independent X - (o), I I I :!g s, is increased and some_Ii
commutator has a non-vanishing component in the direction of 

Repeating this arguments in a finite number of steps we get the

following result :

Theorem 3 : Let X1,...,Xn be vector fields near o E M such that the
201320132013201320132013 1 

commutators of length  r span the tangent space at 0. Then one can find

p and ukj E so that
J

form a system free of order r with the commutators of length £ r

spanning the tangent space.

THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM

We assume from now on that is free to order
n-

r and that the commutators up to that length span the tangent space.
Let B be a maximal subset of sequences I with ( I( £ r so that
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implies that aI = 0 when [if I _ r. Then (Xf- ; form a basis for the
I J

tangent space near o and by the map

we then introduce local coordinates near o E M. These "normal"

coordinates are characterized by the equation

if eI - Then we can also introduce the local groups

(Ót} = {ó:J, , of dilations described by 6 (u,l = . The
t t + t I

weight of a smooth function f is then the largest integer p for which

6*f = f o b is 0-( tP’). This notion of weight can also be carried overt t

to vector fields.

Theorem 4 : .

1 ) normal coordinates for then X. has
weight -1.

2) If (u ) are normal coordinates for the system (Y , ... ,Y ) also,
I- lE B I n

then X. - Y. has weight ¿ 0.
1 1

Remark 5 : We see that the vector fields are modulo fields of non

negative weight completely determined from their normal coordinates. It

is also easy to see that the weight associated to a function or vector

field is independent of the choice of B and does only depend on

(xl,...,x n.1 modulo fields of non-negative weight .

Sketch of proof for Theorem 4 : We concentrate on the first part since

the ideas are essentially the same in the second part. Let Fq and Vq be
oo 

s s

the set of 0-functions f and vector fields v so that it is true that

f and v have weight &#x3E; s as long as we only consider their Taylor expansions

up to order q in the set of normal coordinates. Then we have relations
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between these spaces

Also we have some better information when we know that one of the factors

above wanishes at the origin .

We shall prove inductively over q that

and since all fields have weight ~ - r and since the fields are free to

that order we can assume that J E B . Since X(JJ (0) = eJ it is clear than
J

that (7) holds when q = 0 and we have then to show that (7) implies that

Multiplying (5) by ad eI we find that

If we multiply this equation by adX[Jl we get

The first term in the right hand side belongs to V:(III+IJI) and using (6)

we can replace X[J~ I by eJ in the second term if we make our computatipns
modulo this space. Since -adX K eI we see that
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By Jacobi’s identity and (6) the orders between ad i and

X[K. may be interchanged and this shows that

Now we use (5) and may replace by uK ad eK if we add -W(uK) eK
in the last sum of (11). This shows if we apply (6) that

Since the operator in the left hand side is injective in the space

considered we obtain (8) .

Let me finalor recall the main reason for .having the approximation
theorem. Suppose that P = P(X1,...,Xn) is a non-commutative polynomial in

X1, ..,Xn satisfying the assumptions of the approximation theorem. Of

course, it is then no restriction to assume that the fields live near

the unit e of an appropriate nilpotent Lie group G whose Lie algebra is

generated by fields commutators to order r satisfy the

same relati.ons as the at e. To construct a right parametrix

for P now means to solve an equation P E(x,y) = b (x 1 ) near e in
G xG where P acts on the first variable. Composing this equation with

the map

where
»

we get instead an equation for E = :
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-1 N

Keeping y fixed we see that EuI YI = EuI X I if Xi are the transformed
operators. It follows then from the approximation theorem that we can

write

where R(x,y) is a vector field in the variable x depending smoothly

on y and of weight &#x3E; 0 (w. r. t. [Y1’...’Yn}). A natural "Ansatz" to

construct E is therefore to define E as some perturbation of the

fundamental solution of P(Y1, ... , Yn) if this exists.
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